FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

GVM Introduces the MAKO 440
We’re Confident…You’ll Be Hooked...Again

East Berlin, PA (USA) – February 9, 2016 – Another Mako joins the family. GVM Inc. is
proud to announce the official launch of the new Mako 440 sprayer that will take place at the
National Farm Machinery Show in Louisville, Kentucky this February.

With 36 inches of clearance, the Mako 440 will accommodate farmers and applicators who favor
low center of gravity. Mark Anderson, President and Owner of GVM Inc., believes the new
product will satisfy customers tremendously in the fields. He states, “What’s great about this new
machine is that it provides comfort and stability for any user. Farmers and applicators all have
different preferences and we are eager to provide another clearance option.”

The smallest, most compact self-propelled sprayer in the marketplace; the Mako is the perfect
machine to get into fields early when grounds are wet. The Mako features a 400 gallon product
tank, multiple boom options, 36-46 inches of crop clearance, a light footprint, and a tight turning
radius. It is simple enough for first time applicators, yet smart enough for pros.
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About the Show: The National Farm Machinery Show will be held at the Kentucky Expo Center,
February 10-13, in Louisville, Kentucky. GVM is located in West Wing, booth 3410.

About GVM Inc.: GVM is a leading manufacturer of agricultural application. We use our
relatively small size as a competitive advantage, and we stay close to the market, gaining the
ability to quickly adapt to customers’ needs and changes in the industry. We place a large
emphasis on designing and building the most reliable, innovative, and versatile equipment. GVM
is headquartered in East Berlin, Pennsylvania. GVM sprayers range in size from the 400 gallon
Mako to the 1800 gallon Prowler.
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